Synopsis
Talk about a change of plans! Ms. Frizzle and her class are on the Magic School Bus headed for a museum. They have been studying how the body turns food into energy, and now they are going to see an exhibit on the human body. Things seem fine until they stop for lunch. A strange mishap causes the bus to shrink and then be swallowed! Ms. Frizzle’s class is suddenly inside a real human body!
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Customer Reviews
Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen outdo themselves in “The Magic School Bus: Inside the Human Body.” It is their most ambitious collaboration yet, and it definitely doesn’t disappoint. As is the custom, the third book in this science series (written in 1989) picks up where the second story left off. Ms. Frizzle is showing her students a filmstrip about the human body. “We’re going to learn all about ourselves,” she says. Then she announces the next field trip - the class is heading to the museum to “see an exhibit about how our bodies get energy from the food we eat.” However, anyone who has even an inkling as to the kind of person Ms. Frizzle is should know that things rarely, if ever, go according to plan. A field trip is never just a field trip when you’re taking a ride aboard her magic school bus. The Friz and her students stop at a park for lunch before arriving at the museum. Afterward, everyone goes back to the bus . . . except for Arnold! He’s still sitting at a picnic table, daydreaming and eating a bag of Cheesie-Weesies. And before the class realizes what is happening, the bus shrinks to the size of a Cheesie-Weesie . . . where it is promptly downed in one gulp by Arnold! “I thought we were going to the museum,” says one student. “There’s been a slight change of plans,” explains Ms. Frizzle. “We’re being digested instead.”
about the human body when you have a magic school bus and a teacher like Ms. Frizzle who can take you directly to the source? If "At the Waterworks" was like priming the pump, and "Inside the Earth" was like getting the ball rolling, "Inside the Human Body" is like plowing full-steam ahead.
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